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Open the Books On Campaign Cash
.
    Last weekend Gov. Bill Richardson flew to a southern California
luxury development for a golf tournament held to raise cash for his 
2006 gubernatorial re-election bid. 
    How much did he score? Richardson won't tell New Mexicans how
much was raised until May. 
    Why? Because he doesn't want to. And because he doesn't have to.
State law doesn't require the information be made public until the first 
campaign finance reporting deadline. 
    This is the same governor who has been on a tour promoting a new
book that recounts his life. Apparently that's as long as New Mexico 
doesn't want to read the book on his campaign finances while the ink is 
still fresh on the checks. 
    While the California fundraiser wasn't on taxpayers' dime, it was
organized by New Mexico racino mogul R.D. Hubbard at his Big Horn 
resort in Palm Desert. Hubbard owns Ruidoso Downs and part of Zia 
Park, which was approved by the state Racing Commission in 2003. 
Hubbard-affiliated companies gave Richardson's 2002 campaign 
$40,000. 
    Granted, politicians of all stripes play games with fundraisers.
Sometimes they announce totals, sometimes they refuse. Sometimes 
they embellish. 
    But what best serves the public on this issue is transparency. 
    It's easy enough for top of the ticket hopefuls of either party to open a
window on campaign finances that could be updated on a daily or weekly 
basis. It's something they should consider until the law and policy catch 
up with technology. 
    That would allow the public to connect the dots and judge for
themselves whether any candidate is a man of the people, or a golfing 
buddy of special interests.
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